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ABOUT
NIA CENTRE
FOR THE ARTS
Nia Centre for the Arts is a charitable organization
with a mission to support, showcase and promote an
appreciation for art from across the African Diaspora.
We create opportunities for young people to develop
healthy identities, hone their artistic abilities, and present
culturally relevant workshops, events, and exhibitions for
our communities.
With the renovation of our facility, we will build Canada’s
first professional multi-disciplinary space dedicated to
showcasing art from the African Diaspora.
Join us on the journey to create a legacy for our
community at niacentre.org or @niacentre on all social
media platforms.
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ABOUT
CREATIVE CONNECT
Supporting the holistic development of young people
has always been at the core of Nia Centre’s work.
Creative Connect is an arts-based mentorship program
that connects young people and early career artists/
creatives ages 14 to 29 with career professionals to
expand their knowledge and skill sets, and build their
creative capacities to further prepare them for careers in
creative sectors and beyond. Through culturally tailored
programming and unique mentorship opportunities,
Creative Connect provides young people with a
combination of professional development and experiential
learning opportunities.

Nia is a Swahili word
that means “purpose”
- keep reading to learn
how mentorship can
help you find yours!
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Creative Connect has a roster of
over 80 career artists/professionals
serving as mentors, and over 120
mentees!

80

120

Want to join our Creative Connect mentorship program?
Sign up at niacentre.xinspire.com and begin connecting
today!
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WHY
MENTORSHIP?
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THE IMPORTANCE
OF MENTORSHIP
Friends helping friends. Peer support. Each one, teach
one. Supporting one another is one of the bedrocks of
Black community. Without guidance, knowledge, goals or
a vision, it is difficult to navigate life, artistic pursuits, and
careers.
Mentorship has a rich tradition and is embedded within
the historical foundations of Black history. In many parts
of the African Diaspora, mentoring is often used as a rite
of passage - teaching youth about their ancestral history
and guiding them in the ways of their culture.
Mentorship was used as a method of preserving our
culture, knowledge, stories, and ultimately - our legacy.
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Today, mentorship still plays a vital role within the Black
community. Intergenerational mentoring relationships
across the African Diaspora not only form healthy and
supportive relationships, but encourages youth to break
through the myriad of systemic barriers, allowing them to
visualize themselves in a path of success.
Mentorship programs like Creative Connect directly
respond to the needs of Black youth, actively creating
and sustaining a space where they can be themselves,
build leadership skills, and gain a sense of community
where they feel they belong so that they become the best
version of themselves.
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WHAT FORMS DOES
MENTORSHIP COME IN?

Peer to Peer
Mentorship

“Our desire should always be to have
those coming after us, surpass our
achievements. The easiest way to
make this happen is to equip them
with the knowledge and wisdom of our
experiences.”

Peer to Peer Group
Mentorship

Group
Mentorship

— Dwayne Morgan, Mentor
1:1 Professional
Mentorship
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Professional
Coaching
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ACTIVITY

WHO ARE YOU?

INTRODUCING YOURSELF
Before seeking out and connecting with a mentor,
we recommend you do a self-assessment first! Ask
yourself: are you ready for a mentor? What type of
mentorship will work best for you? Are you ready
to be a mentee?
Creative Connect Photography Group Mentorship session with mentor Nayo Sasaki-Picou,
and mentees Azaeb Adane, Rochelle David, and Mathani Ahmed

ARE YOU READY
FOR A MENTOR?
“Mentorship gives you the skills and supports to reach
new heights. It is a way to explore both yourself and your
talents in a tender environment. As a mentee, my mentor
means the world to me. She was able to instill in me
not only the technical skills, but the confidence to take
a photo. She taught me that everything and anything is
possible.”
— Rochelle David, Mentee
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The purpose of this activity is to help you selfreflect, develop conversation starters with your
potential new mentor, and help you begin to
envision your mentorship journey.
1. WHO ARE YOU? WHAT IS YOUR NAME? HOW DO
YOU WANT TO BE REFERRED TO?
Remember, your name not only identifies you, but it also
identifies your personal brand and what you are trying to
do/say through your work.
For example: My name is Ebony, and I go by “Ebo.”
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2.

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?

Using “I AM” statements, be clear about what you do,
and why you do it.
You may not consider yourself a professional or expert in
your field, however, if you do something, speak to it and
own it!
Example: I am a photographer, and I use images to tell
stories about my family and my community.
3.

WHAT ARE YOUR GOALS?

Do your best to name at least 3 goals you have. These
can be short term or long term goals.
In all forms of mentorship, it’s important to have a clear
goal that you can put action and intention behind.
Example:

•
•
•
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 end my short fiction to two literary magazines by
S
the end of the year
Audition for two community theatre productions
Complete one painting by the end of the year
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4. HOW CAN A MENTOR HELP YOU WITH THESE
GOALS?
Think about what kinds of mentorship would be most
beneficial to you. You can refer to some of the kinds of
mentorship that exist on page 9.
5.

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER!

Using the answers from questions 1-4, here is a quick
and easy way to meaningfully introduce yourself to a new
mentor.
Example: My name is Ebony, but I go by Ebo. I am a
photographer, and I use images to tell stories about
my family and my community. My goal is to showcase
a complete body of work in a group exhibition by the
end of the year. Having a mentor can help me learn new
strategies to help create a complete body of work, and
make new connections.
Although having a mentor is beneficial, it is not a
prerequisite for success! Often times, finding a mentor
that can guide you in accomplishing your goals can be
challenging, however, it is important to know that just
because you may not have a mentor, that doesn’t mean
you should not continue on your journey to accomplishing
your goals.
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TIPS

WHAT SHOULD YOU DO
WHEN YOU CAN’T FIND
A MENTOR?

3.

 se social media as a tool to find a mentor. Follow
U
different organizations and creative pages that
promote resources, opportunities, events, and that
inspire you.

4.

 olunteer! There are a multitude of events and
V
programs happening across Toronto and the GTA.
Ask to volunteer to be a part of an event, festival, or
program, and put yourself in new spaces. You never
know who you can meet, and what you can learn!

5.

 end an email inquiry. If you find someone you’d like
S
to have as a potential mentor, send them an email
introducing yourself, (hint: use the activity model
provided in this toolkit), and try to get to know them
more.

6.

 ry Life Coaching. Sometimes associated with a
T
cost, some people find it helpful to invest their time
and money in a professional life coach, who will
work with you in a variety of settings to meet your
creative goals.

Here are some tips to help you out:
1.

2.
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 ut yourself out there and ask questions! Putting
P
yourself out there and taking initiative is instrumental
in building rapport and a sense of community. Going
to community events, artistic showcases, even liking
& commenting on meaningful posts on social media
are all ways that you can put yourself out there.
Spring into your favourite artists’ DMs! Go to their
openings and attend their performances. Support
those who you want to support you.
 ttend workshops, networking events, conferences,
A
and programming as a method to engaging with
career professionals and community members in your
respective field and beyond. Building connections is
everything, even if these connections don’t result in a
mentorship relationship!
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CONNECT WITH
A MENTORSHIP
ORGANIZATION
Black Mentorship
Organization
Creative Connect
Nia Centre for
the Arts
Black Women
in Motion
VIBE Arts

Contact Info
niacentre.xinspire.com
info@niacentre.org
blackwomeninmotion.ca
Form on Website
vibearts.ca
info@vibearts.ca

“I became a mentor because I feel that I
have knowledge that I can pass forward.
Personally, I’ve had to learn a lot of
things through experience but I’ve also
had the luxury of having a mentor later
in life and it was really helpful. If I could
be the vessel to pay it forward I feel like
I’m living out a part of my purpose”

UrbanArts

urbanartstoronto.org
info@urbanartstoronto.org

Neighbourhood
Arts Network
SKETCH Working
Arts

neighbourhoodartsnetwork.org
www.sketch.ca
info@sketch.ca

— Anthony Gebrehiwot, Mentor
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